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It also accompanied and abetted the rise of the absolutist state. Rejecting the Reformation's suspicion of vision and its trust only in the unmediated word of God, the baroque Church, after a moment of hesitation, self-consciously resorted to sensual seduction in order to win back the masses (having already been somewhat successful in this endeavor in the fourteenth century). The unabashed naturalism first evident in Michelangelo da Caravaggio's stunning rejection of jejune Mannerist decoration was harnessed for spiritual ends. Whether the secular was transcendentalized or vice versa remains a point of contention. Whatever the religious implications, the aggrandizement of the eye was clearly encouraged. As Roland Barthes remarked in his essay on Ignatius Loyola, "We know that to these mistrustings of the image Ignatius responded with a radical imperialism of the image."
This imperialism was not confined to religious propaganda, but appeared as well in the theatricalized splendor of the baroque court throughout Catholic Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The link between art and power, first systematically exploited in the Renaissance city-states and royal courts with their tournaments, fetes, princely entries, firework displays, masques and water spectacles, reached new heights in the baroque. According to the Spanish historian, Jose Antonio Maravall, its seductive use of spectacle was a deliberate ploy in a power struggle with disruptive social forces; in fact, he goes so far as to call it the first example of a cynical festering of mass culture by an authoritarian, centralizing state for politically repressive purposes. In the no less baroque Habsburg Empire, it was not until the Reform Catholicism of Maria Theresa's reign (1740-1780) that critics of idolatrous popular devotion like Ludovico Antonio Muratori were able to turn the tide against visual seduction in favor of literate understanding."
A far more positive reading of baroque visual culture has appeared in the recent works of the French philosopher Christine Buci-Glucksmann, La raison baroque, La folie du voir, and Tragique de l'ombre, which celebrate the disorienting, ecstatic, dazzling implications of the age's visual practices. For Buci-Glucksmann, herself espousing many of the antiocularcentric discourse's conclusions, it is precisely the baroque's subver-sion of the dominant visual order of scientific reason that makes it so attractive in our postmodern age. Anti-Platonic in its disparagement of lucid clarity and essential form, baroque vision celebrated instead the confusing interplay of form and chaos, surface and depth, transparency and obscurity. Sensitive to the interpenetration of the discursive and the figural-for example, in richly decorated emblem books-it registered an awareness of the impurities of both that was greatly in advance of its time. Resistant to any totalizing vision from above, the baroque explored what Buci-Glucksmann calls "the madness of vision," the overloading of the visual apparatus with a surplus of images in a plurality of spatial planes. As a result, it dazzles and distorts rather than presents a clear and tranquil perspective on the truth of the external world. Seeking to represent the unrepresentable, and of necessity failing in this quest, baroque vision sublimely expresses the melancholy so characteristic of the period-that intertwining of death and desire trenchantly explored by Walter Benjamin."
Significantly, the typical mirror of the baroque was not the flat reflecting mirror, which is often seen as vital to the development of rationalized perspective," but rather the anamorphic mirror, either concave or convex, that distorts the visual image." Anamorphosis, from the Greek ana (again) and morphe (form), also allows the spectator to reform a distorted picture by use of a nonplanar mirror. First developed by Leonardo in 1485 and popularized by Pere Niceron's La Perspective curieuse in the early seventeenth century, such pictures were widely admired well into the eighteenth century. The most often remarked is Hans Holbein's The Ambassadors of 1533. A distorted skull lies at the feet of the sumptuously dressed figures staring out from the canvas, a reminder of an alternative visual order the solidity of their presence cannot efface, as well as the vanity of believing in the lasting reality of earthly perception. By combining two visual orders in one planar space, Holbein subverted and decentered the unified subject of vision painstakingly constructed by the dominant scopic regime.
Anamorphic painting was virtually forgotten except as a curiosity after the eighteenth century, only to be recovered by several contributors to the antiocularcentric discourse that is the subject of this study. Both Jacques Lacan and Jean-Francois Lyotard pondered its importance and, in fact, each reproduced the Holbein skull on the covers of one of his books."
Here the pioneering efforts of Jurgis Baltrusaitis, a Latvian living in France, in rescuing the anamorphic tradition were crucial.96 Thus, we might say that the discourse we will explore in this book is, at least on one level, a recovery of a subordinate, heterodox, and virtually obliterated visual practice-that of the baroque-from the initial moment of the modern era. Its later recovery may appear at times "antivisual" only because the dominant ocular regime of that era was so powerful and pervasive that it came to be identified with vision per se.
The arrival of that dominant regime was prepared by a constellation of social, political, aesthetic, and technical innovations in the early modern era, which combined to produce what has in retrospect been called "the rationalization of sight." One of its sources was apparently the increasingly formalized and distant social space of the courtly societies of the era. In his account of the "civilizing process,"" the sociologist Norbert Elias has argued that the elaborate courtly rituals of display devised to mark the articulations of social hierarchy led to a devaluation of the more intimate senses of smell and touch in favor of a more remote vision. The political function of courtly spectacle, already alluded to in the case of the Spanish baroque described by Maravall, reached its crescendo in the Versailles of the Sun King, Louis XIV. As Jean-Marie Apostolides has argued, the Apollonian splendor of Louis's court was soon transformed into a more mechanical apparatus in which the power of the visual to control behavior was depersonalized:

The image of the king, the image of his double body, invented at the time of courtly festivals, will detach itself from the private person and will function in an autonomous way. The machinist king is then succeeded by a king-machine whose unique body is confused with the machine of the State. At the end of the reign, the king's place becomes an empty space, susceptible of being occupied by anyone possessing the effective reality of power.

It is, however, still a space assumed to be at the center of a vast network of visual channels through which the subjects are perpetually on view (a theme Foucault will elaborate in terms of a still later and more efficacious technology of surveillance).
The increased reliance on visually defined behavior in social and political terms reinforced that autonomization of the visual from the religious mentioned earlier. In the Middle Ages, as we have seen, there was a rough balance between textuality and figurality with occasional oscillations in one direction or another. As Norman Bryson has argued with reference to the great stained-glass windows of Canterbury Cathedral, their visual splendor was always in the service of the narratives they were meant to illustrate:

The window displays a marked intolerance of any claim on behalf of the image to independent life. Each of its details corresponds to a rigorous programme of religious instruction.... Images are permitted, but only on the condition that they fulfil the office of communicating the Word to the unlettered. Their role is that of an accessible and palatable substitute."

The progressive, if by no means uniformly accepted, disentanglement of the figural from its textual task-the enarrativization of the ocular we might call it-was an important element in that larger shift from reading the world as an intelligible text (the "book of nature") to looking at it as an observable but meaningless object, which Foucault and others have argued was the emblem of the modern epistemological order." Only with this epochal transformation could the "mechanization of the world picture" so essential to modern science take place.
Full denarrativization was a long way off, only to be achieved in painting with the emergence of abstract art in the twentieth century. One way in which it was abetted, as Albert Cook has suggested in his discussion of Sandro Botticelli, Giorgione, Vittore Carpaccio, and Hieronymous Bosch, was by overloading the signs in a painting, producing a bewildering excess of apparent referential or symbolic meaning. Without any one-to-one relationship between visual signifier and textual signified, images were increasingly liberated from their storytelling function.
The process of denarrativization was helped on its way even more powerfully by the great technical innovation of the Renaissance art, which is variously called the invention, discovery, or rediscovery of perspective, the technique for rendering three-dimensional space onto the two dimensions of the flat canvas. For now it was possible to be concerned more with the rules and procedures for achieving the illusion of perspective than with the subject depicted. Space rather than the objects in it came to have increasing importance. Although Leon Battista Alberti-who first spelled out Filippo Brunelleschi's great breakthrough in his 1435 treatise Della Pittura, -himself emphasized the importance of the painting's istoria, or ennobling story, his successors were not always willing to follow his lead. The early use of a figure in the painting literally pointing to its action was soon discontinued. With the differentiation of the aesthetic from the religious, which we've noted before as an outgrowth of the Reformation, perspective was free to follow its own course and become the naturalized visual culture of the new artistic order.
What makes it especially important is that it functioned in a similar way for the new scientific order. In both cases space was robbed of its substantive meaningfulness to become an ordered, uniform system of abstract linear coordinates. As such, it was less the stage for a narrative to be developed over time than the eternal container of objective processes. It was not until the time of Darwin that narrative regained a significant place in the self-understanding of science. More recently still, philosophers and historians of science have urged us to reconsider its role in all scientific explanations. However, in the immediate aftermath of the scientific revolution, with its debt to the perspectival notion of space, narrative was banished from the cognitive method that produced "the truth" about external reality.
There is an enormous literature on the sources, development, and implications of perspectival vision which defies easy summary. Several salient points are, however, worth stressing. First, the rapid and positive reception of the new technique was abetted by the late medieval metaphysics of vision with its positive evaluation of divine radiation. The Latin word perspectiva (from perspicere, to see clearly, to examine, to ascertain, to see through) was a synonym for optics itself. Painters like Lorenzo Ghiberti and Leonardo were conversant with and deeply influenced by ancient and medieval theories of optics, which often were imbued with religious meaning." As Samuel Edgerton has noted, "Linear perspective…with its dependence on optical principles, seemed to symbolize a harmonious relationship between mathematical tidiness and nothing less than God's will." The visual microcosm was assumed to duplicate the invisible macrocosm created by the heavenly mathematician. Even when neo-Platonic theories of divine radiation based on the lux/lumen distinction no longer persuaded an increasingly secular world, the positive associations of geometrical order lingered.
Second, with the humanist turn of the Renaissance, an important shift occurred in the assumed point from which the rays emanated-or rather, to which they were now assumed to converge. For perspective meant not only an imagined visual cone (Euclid's word) or pyramid (Alberti's) with its apex the receding, centric (or as it was later called, vanishing) point in the scene on the canvas. It was also the reverse pyramid or cone whose apex was the beholder's eye (or the infinitesimal point that came to replace it in theoretical terms). The plane between the two symmetrical pyramids or cones was what Alberti in his famous metaphor called a transparent window, but in another sense it resembled more a mirror intersecting one pyramid, which then reflected that pyramid's apex back in the other direction." The significance of this innovation was that the medieval assumption of multiple vantage points from which a scene could be painted, which at times meant no real vantage point at all, was replaced by one, sovereign eye. John Berger describes the implications of the change:

The convention of perspective, which is unique to European art and which was first established in the early Renaissance, centers everything on the eye of the beholder. It is like a beam from a lighthouse-only instead of light travelling outward, appearances travel in. The conventions called those appearances reality. Perspective makes the single eye the center of the visible world. Everything converges on to the eye as to the vanishing point of infinity. The visible world is arranged for the spectator as the universe was once thought to be arranged for God.

If the beholder was now the privileged center of perspectival vision, it is important to underline that his viewpoint was just that: a monocular, unblinking fixed eye (or more precisely, abstract point), rather than the two active, stereoscopic eyes of embodied actual vision, which give us the experience of depth perception. This assumption led to a visual practice in which the living bodies of both the painter and the viewer were bracketed, at least tendentially, in favor of an eternalized eye above temporal duration. Even when two-point perspective - costruzione legittima, as it was called-was introduced to portray objects at non-right angles to the window's plane, the assumption remained that each point was static and unchanging.
In Gibson's terms, the visual field now replaced the visual world. The ocular potential to privilege synchronic stasis, which we've seen Jonas claim was the key to Greek metaphysics, here achieved explicit visual expression. But now the participatory moment in theoria, the specular intertwining of likenesses in viewer and viewed, was lost as the spectator withdrew entirely from the seen (the scene), separated from it by Alberti's shatterproof window. No longer did the painter seem as emotionally involved with the space he depicted; no longer was the beholder absorbed in the canvas. The reduction of vision to the Medusan gaze (or often the male gaze contemplating the female nude) and the loss of its potential for movement in the temporal glance was now ratified, at least according to the logic-if not always the actual practice - of perspectival art.
The painter's own body, whose restoration we will see demanded by Merleau-Ponty and other twentieth-century critics of the dominant ocular regime, was effectively banished. Bryson summarizes the cost:

In the Founding Perception, the gaze of the painter arrests the flux of phenomena, contemplates the visual field from a vantage-point outside the mobility of duration, in an eternal moment of disclosed presence; while in the moment of viewing, the viewing subject unites his gaze with the Founding Perception, in a perfect recreation of that first epiphany. Elimination of the diachronic movement of deixis creates or at least seeks, a synchronic instant of viewing that will eclipse the body, and the glance, in an infinitely extended Gaze of the image as pure idea: the image of eidolon.

The differentiation of the visual from the textual was thus intensified by the differentiation of the idealized gaze from the corporeal glance and the monocular spectator from the scene he observed on the other side of the window.
No less significant was the perspectivalists' assumption of what was visible in the perceptual field: a homogeneous, regularly ordered space, there to be duplicated by the extension of a gridlike network of coordinates (Alberti's "velo" or veil of threads extended from the centric point to the base and perpendicular to them). The result was a theatricalized "scenographic" space, to use Pierre Francastel's widely adopted term. It was this uniform, infinite, isotropic space that differentiated the dominant modern world view from its various predecessors, a notion of space congenial not only to modern science, but also, it has been widely argued, to the emerging economic system we call capitalism.
Making a strong case for a causal relationship between the invention of perspective and the rise of capitalism may be problematic, so it would be better to fall back on the term Max Weber introduced in his celebrated account of the Protestant ethic and speak instead of an "elective affinity" between the two. A number of observers have suggested its various dimensions. According to Edgerton, Florentine businessmen with their newly invented technique of double-entry bookkeeping may have been "more and more disposed to a visual order that would accord with the tidy principles of mathematical order that they applied to their bank ledgers." Brian Rotman has suggestively linked the invention of the vanishing point with the introduction of the Hindu number zero, vital for calculating mercantile trade, and the Renaissance invention of "imaginary money" without any anterior referent in valuable metals like gold. Leonard Goldstein claims causal importance for the rational division of labor, to which he attributes similar changes in musical and poetic form. 
John Berger adds that more appropriate than the Albertian metaphor of the window on the world would be that of a "safe let into a wall, a safe in which the visible has been deposited. " For it was at the same time as the invention (or rediscovery) of perspective that the oil painting as a commodity to be sold and possessed came into its own. Separate from the painter and the viewer, the visual field depicted in perspectival paintings could become such a detached commodity available for capitalist circulation. Moreover, Raymond Williams contends, only the exaggerated capitalist separation of the spaces of production and consumption permitted a radical disjunction between working the land and merely viewing it from afar, as an aesthetically "pleasing prospect,""' which was the real estate version of perspectival art. Finally, to add a surmise of my own, the placement of objects in a relational visual field, objects with no intrinsic value of their own outside of those relations, may be said to have paralleled the fungibility of exchange value under capitalism.
However much weight one wants to give to arguments of this kind, there can be no doubt that the fortunes of both perspectivalism and the capitalist system prospered in the centuries that followed. Alberti's rules were refined and disseminated by later commentators like Jean Pelerin (known as Viator) and Albrecht Durer to the point where they came to seem equivalent to natural vision."' Ivins points out the larger implications of this assumed unity between a technique of representation and vision itself:

Either the exterior relations of objects, such as their forms for visual awareness, change with their shifts in location, or else their interior relations do. If the latter were the case there could be neither homogeneity of space nor uniformity of nature, and science and technology as now conceived would necessarily cease to exist.
Thus perspective, because of its logical recognition of internal invariances through all the transformations produced by changes in spatial location, may be regarded as the application to pictorial purposes of the two basic assumptions underlying all the great scientific generalizations, or laws of nature. 

Ivins, to be sure, was a champion of the rationalization of sight and the visual culture it promoted. He was prone to identify it with all art in the modern era. However, it has recently been pointed out by Svetlana Alpers that at least the Dutch art of the seventeenth century followed a different course from its Italian counterpart. Less insistent on a "monocular," static point of beholding, not as taken with the reverse pyramid on the other side of the window, and more skeptical of the importance of geometric form, northern painting sought instead to describe the textures and colors of a world of opaque and flat surfaces. Following an impulse to map that world in two dimensions rather than represent it in an illusory three, and tolerant of the intrusion of verbal inscriptions into seemingly realistic images, Dutch art accepted the materiality of the canvas and the paint on it far more readily than did Italian. Rather than positing a privileged beholder outside the painting gazing on a theatricalized scene from afar, it placed the viewer inside the scene as an ambulatory presence. It was thus far less hierarchical in its refusal to privilege deep focus over surface texture, far more "democratic" in its equal attention to the entire canvas.
The result, Alpers contends, was an even greater denarrativization and detextualization than took place, at least tendentially, in the south."' Rather than showing moments in mythical or religious stories, those istoria Alberti had called the necessary subject matter of perspectival art, it rested content with depicting a world of concretely rendered, precisely described objects. Although often imbued with allegorical meaning-still lifes could be mementi mori comparable to the Vanitas pictures of Catholic Spain and landscapes might serve as moralizing reminders of the inevitable passing of the seasons-Dutch art reveled in the concrete embodiment rather than the abstract lesson. When it focused on the human subject, it did so normally in the mode of the individual or group portrait, which emphasized the particular identity of the sitter or sitters rather than the putative universality of the more exalted southern subject.
Alpers's aim is to challenge the traditional supremacy of the southern tradition over the northern as the normative visual practice of Western art. "The Albertian picture," she complains, "has been so dominant in the Western tradition ever since the Renaissance that exceptions to it are rarely granted and attempts to analyze these exceptions are even rarer." Although some of her particular claims have aroused controversy, Alpers has successfully reopened the question of the multiplicity of visual cultures in modernity. Like the baroque "madness of vision," the Dutch "art of describing" remained available as a resource to be rediscovered by later critics of the dominant tradition. In fact, as we will see, photography has sometimes been construed in the same terms as the nonperspectival art Alpers finds in seventeenth-century Holland.
It is nonetheless clear that the rationalized art of the perspectivists was still the dominant visual practice, largely because of its close and symbiotic relationship to the new scientific world view of the day. Alpers, to be sure, forges suggestive links between the scientific enthusiasms of Constantin Huygens, the optical discoveries of Kepler, and the Dutch fascination with lenses on the one hand and the art of describing on the other. The case of Kepler's importance, hitherto unremarked by art historians, is especially interesting, because of his characterization of the mechanics of vision in purely passive terms. Alpers summarizes his strategy as the deanthropomorphization of vision:

He stands aside and speaks of the prior world picturing itself in light and color on the eye. It is a dead eye, and the model of vision, or of painting if you will, is a passive one. The function of the mechanism of seeing is defined as making a representation: representation in the dual sense that it is an artifice-in the very making-and that it resolves the rays of light into a picture.

Kepler, she further points out, was the first to use the term pictura to describe images on the retina. Dutch art was thus in a certain sense "retinal" in its passive recording of what was actually seen, a characterization later applied to the Impressionists' very different paintings as well.
But this passive concept of optical experience was not really typical of the scientific revolution. Even in its understanding of visual experience, there was often a tendency to give some role to the activity of the mind in reading the images on the retina. Kepler prudently stopped when it came to explaining how those images, reversed and inverted, could be "seen" by the mind in their upright and correct order, but later thinkers like Descartes tried to make up the deficiency. In so doing, they were in accord with the visual tradition of Albertian painting, which went beyond merely recording what was projected on the retina. In both cases, the active potential in vision-its probing, penetrating, searching qualitieswas given free rein.
One of the preconditions for the arrival of the scientific revolution, as Blumenberg has suggested, was the long process of liberating human curiosity from its pejorative status as a frivolous distraction from man's meditation on the wisdom of the past, divinely or classically inspired. Augustine's hostility to ocular desire exemplified a general distrust of the temptations of "idle curiosity" and the appetite for dangerous new experiences it whetted. Once what Blumenberg calls the "trial of curiosity" was over and the defendant acquitted, the unleashing of the mastering, exploring, scrutinizing potential in sight meant that modern science could begin-for that science was a far more active and interventionist enterprise than the contemplation of the ancients. As such, it roughly paralleled those other great exploring ventures of the early modern era, the voyages to unknown lands, which were themselves fueled in large measure by visually charged curiosity. The mapping impulse, which Alpers has linked to the Dutch art of describing because of its valorization of flatness, can also be seen as a more active search for controlling and dominating the earth, not very different from the imposition of the Albertian grid on visual space in paintings.
The nonpassive dynamic of modern science was also defended by such empiricist advocates of the scientific method as Francis Bacon, who defiantly claimed that "I admit nothing but on the faith of the eyes." Intersubjective visual witnessing was a fundamental source of legitimation for scientists like Robert Boyle, who championed the value of replicable experimentation. And if Walter Ong is right, the pedagogically powerful tool of deductive Ramist logic, developed in the sixteenth century, meant the end of the Socratic dialogue and disputation in favor of a more visually active mode of reasoning. "The Ramist arts of discourse," he claims, "are monologue arts. They develop the didactic, schoolroom outlook which descends from scholasticism even more than do non-Ramist versions of the same arts, and tend finally to lose the sense of monologue in pure diagrammatics. This orientation is very profound and of a piece with the orientation of Ramism toward an object world (associated with visual perception) rather than toward a person world (associated with voice and auditory perception) ."
For Ong and other contemporary critics of the domination of this type of visual practice, modern science was thus tainted from its birth. More sympathetic observers like Blumenberg have replied that the new faith in the actively seeking eyes was a liberating event, allowing a proudly upright humanity to free itself from "blind obedience" to the voices of the past. No longer did humans have to bow their heads, bend their knees in supplication, and wait for instruction from the interpreters of sacred texts. 
However one judges its implications, the significance of the transformation cannot be doubted. The activist reevaluation of curiosity and the legitimation of probing vision were especially evident in the new confidence in the technical enhancement of the eye. Broadly speaking, the innovations of the early modern era took two forms: the extension of the range and power of our ocular apparatus and the improvement of our ability to disseminate the results in visually accessible ways. The former meant, inter alia, the perfection of the flat, silver-backed looking glass, most notably in sixteenth-century Venice; the invention of the microscope by Hans and Zacharias Jansen in the late sixteenth century; and the creation of the refracting telescope by several hands shortly thereafter. It also meant an increased fascination with the implications of the camera obscura, that "dark room" with a pinhole on one side projecting an inverted image on its far wall, used as early as the time of Leonardo to help artistic as well as scientific experimentation. In all of these instances, technical advances were generally welcomed rather than shunned, as had so often been the case with the lenses and mirrors of an earlier era. Philosophers like Baruch Spinoza, who ground lenses, Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz, who was fascinated by optical instruments, and Huygens, who was concerned with building telescopes, were all positively impressed by these innovations. Disciplining and enhancing normal perception, they remedied what Robert Hooke called the "infirmities" of the senses and led to the "enlargement of the[ir] dominion." 
Moreover, because the technical improvements in vision were far more rapid than those of any other sense, they had the effect of intensifying its importance. Robert Innes has suggested two likely outcomes:

Specifically instrumental auxiliaries of perception, which are assimilated to the systems of senses themselves, can either magnify the unaided sense-organ or power or they can reduce-through a kind of negative abstraction-the complex polymorphy of sense perception, which is its "natural" as well as "culturally induced" state, to a single mode of perception.

In the case of the innovations of the early modern era, that single mode was visual.
The same effect was produced by the new technologies of dissemination, most famously the printing press and the invention of reproducible images through woodblocks and other more refined mechanical means. The impact of Gutenberg's revolutionary breakthrough, so sensationally trumpeted by Marshall McLuhan and Walter Ong, seems in fact to have been far greater than the mere dissemination of previous knowledge and practices. "The new intensity of visual stress and private point of view in the first century of printing," McLuhan claims, "were united to the means of self-expression made possible by the typographic extension of man. Socially, the typographic extension of man brought in nationalism, industrialism, mass markets, and universal literacy and education. For print presented an image of repeatable precision that inspired totally new forms of extending social energies." As if these effects were not enough, he adds that "perhaps the most significant of the gifts of typography to man is that of detachment and noninvolvement.... It was precisely the power to separate thought and feeling, to be able to act without reacting, that split literate man out of the tribal world of close family bonds in private and social life." Although, as we have seen while considering Jonas's analysis of Hellenic metaphysics, this "gift" was perhaps already possessed by the Greeks, McLuhan is surely correct in stressing the impact of printing on multiplying the number of its beneficiaries.
Ong's claims are somewhat more circumspect, but far-reaching enough. "We are not suggesting that typographic man used his eyes more than earlier man had," he concedes. "Even primitive man is highly visual in the sense that he is a keen observer, detecting all sorts of minute visual clues in his environment which civilized man misses. What happened with the emergence of alphabetic typography was not that man discovered the use of his eyes, but that he began to link visual perception to verbalization to a degree previously unknown." This in turn led, Ong contends, to modern individualism (the eye = I), the depersonalization of the external world, and the glorification of observation as the only valid way of knowing the world. "With the shift in the sensorium by print," he concludes, "the large-scale campaign for the ‘clear and distinct' soon began, led by Ramus and focused by Descartes-a campaign for visually conceived cognitive enterprise."' 
Some of these claims may well be hyperbolic, as the implications of printing were more complicated than McLuhan and Ong contend. The printed word could, after all, be taken as the recording of an aural event, which helps explain its importance for the Reformation. As Elizabeth Eisenstein has noted, "Printed sermons and orations did not remove preachers from their pulpits or speakers from their podiums. To the contrary, priests and orators both benefited from the way their personal charisma could be augmented and amplified by the printed word." And the extension of print to other, more obvious aural phenomena like musical scores meant that hearing was also abetted by its dissemination. Still, while it would be wrong to conceptualize its impact in terms of a zerosum game with the rise of sight necessarily leading to the debasing of the other senses, it does seem fair to conclude that visual primacy was aided by the invention of printing.
This generalization is even more securely grounded if we consider the impact of the mechanical reproduction of actual images. These were more explicitly visual than the graphic symbols on the printed page (which could, after all, be translated into acoustic equivalents by being read aloud). They too were revolutionized by technical advances in the early modern era. Appearing slightly before Gutenberg's printing press, the invention of replicable prints of pictures and diagrams, first from wood cuts and then from engraved metal plates, had an incalculable effect on the standardization and dissemination of scientific knowledge (as well, we might add, as on artistic techniques like perspective, which was first transmitted in a printed book by Pelerin in 1504). Although for a long time limited by a still syntactical method of crosshatching, which Ivins called a "tyranny"" because of its failure to reproduce reality directly, the widespread appearance of the identical scientific plates and diagrams meant the unimpeded spread of knowledge across linguistic boundaries, knowledge whose reliability was far greater than the mere "heresay" of a pretypographic culture. Ivins thus concluded-showing that his capacity for hyperbole was no less than that of McLuhan or Ong-" It is hardly too much to say that since the invention of writing there has been no more important invention than that of the exactly repeatable pictorial statement."
Whether or not one gives greater weight to technical advances or social changes, it is thus evident that the dawn of the modern era was accompanied by the vigorous privileging of vision. From the curious, observant scientist to the exhibitionist, self-displaying courtier, from the private reader of printed books to the painter of perspectival landscapes, from the map-making colonizer of foreign lands to the quantifying businessman guided by instrumental rationality, modern men and women opened their eyes and beheld a world unveiled to their eager gaze.



The grip of modern ocularcentrism was perhaps nowhere as evident as in France, the culture whose recent reversal of attitudes is thus perhaps all the more worthy of study. No better evidence of its power can be offered than the stubborn hold Cartesian philosophy had on its major thinkers for so many years. As has often been remarked, Descartes was a quintessentially visual philosopher, who tacitly adopted the position of a perspectivalist painter using a camera obscura to reproduce the observed world. "Cartesian perspectivalism," in fact, may nicely serve as a shorthand way to characterize the dominant scopic regime of the modern era. It will therefore be useful to lower our high-flying balloon somewhat and focus our attention more closely on the text in which Descartes, more extensively than anywhere else, examines vision: La Dioptrique of 1637, one of the three scientific treatises he appended to his celebrated Discourse on Method.
For many commentators, Descartes is considered the founding father of the modern visualist paradigm. Thus, for example, Rorty claims that "in the Cartesian model, the intellect inspects entities modeled on retinal images.... In Descartes's conception-the one which became the basis for ‘modern' epistemology-it is representations which are in the ‘mind." Hacking concurs that " the Cartesian world was thoroughly visual" and adds, "The doctrine that we study our ideas with steadfast mental gaze was bequeathed by Descartes to the Port Royal Logic, and swallowed almost whole by the British disciples.” Gasché further contends,

Although it is true that the Augustinian notion of reditus in se ipsum-a return upon and into oneself constituting the medium of philosophy-prefigures the modern concept of reflection, the philosophy of reflection is generally considered to have begun with Descartes's prima philosophic. . . . In Descartes the scholastic idea of the reditus undergoes an epochal transformation, whereby reflection, instead of being merely the medium of metaphysics, becomes its very foundation. With Cartesian thought, the selfcertainty of the thinking subject-a certainly apodictically found in the cogito me cogitare-becomes the unshakable ground of philosophy itself. 

Descartes may thus not only be responsible for providing a philosophical justification for the modern epistemological habit of "seeing" ideas in the mind, but may also have been the founder of the speculative tradition of identitarian reflexivity, in which the subject is certain only of its mirror image. In addition, he is also often seen as legitimating a mode of scientific investigation through visual observation of evidence (from the Latin videre), which could lead in a decidedly empirical direction. How these competing visual models could be derived from this thought will become apparent if we look closely at his treatise on optics.
La Dioptrique, or Optics, as it is usually translated, was only one of several meditations on vision written by Descartes, including a lengthy "treatise on light" as the first part of his Treatise on the World, left unpublished because of the Church's condemnation of Galileo in 1633, and Meteorology, another of the three studies appended to the Discourse on Method. The latter included discussions of lightning, the rainbow, and other visual phenomena. Descartes was very much an enthusiast of the new mechanical aids to vision; they had a particularly strong impact in Holland, where he spent a good part of his mature life. In fact, it was the invention of the telescope, which he attributed-we now know wrongly-to one Jacques Métius of the Dutch city of Alcmar, that sparked the writing of La Dioptrique itself. One of its major goals was the encouragement of the building of such devices, whose principles of construction he detailed with great precision.
The work begins with the famous encomium to vision and its technical enhancement we have used as one of the epigraphs of this chapter: "All the management of our lives depends on the senses, and since that of sight is the most comprehensive and the noblest of these, there is no doubt that the inventions which serve to augment its power are among the most useful that there can be." Then Descartes adds the curious afterthought, "But to the shame of our sciences, this invention [the telescope], so useful and so admirable, was found in the first place only through experiment and good fortune."
Descartes's "shame" expresses his chagrin that the purely inductivist tradition of experimentation and observation was lucky enough to discover what deduction should have ascertained without the need of experiential aids. His celebrated method was preeminently deductive, at least in intention. And La Dioptrique was aimed at demonstrating how vision can be understood following that method and it alone, which was based on the prior existence of ideas innate in the mind.
Why then, it might be asked, should it be useful to construct telescopes, which could only help the sight of the actual eyes? What, to put it in somewhat different terms, was the relationship between seeing with the inner eye of the mind, the "steadfast mental gaze" looking at clear and distinct ideas, and the two technologically improved eyes of the body? To answer these questions, we have to compare Descartes's account of vision with that of the figure Alpers has argued best embodies in scientific terms the Dutch "art of describing": Kepler.
In La Dioptrique, there is a celebrated picture of Kepler gazing at a geometrically arranged cross-section of the eye. Clearly, Descartes recognized his debt to his great predecessor. But there are a number of interesting and subtle differences between them. Kepler ended his analysis with the inverted and reversed image on the retina and refused to speculate on the difficult question of how the retinal "pictura" becomes our actual conscious experience of sight. It is for this reason that we have seen Alpers claiming that he deanthropomorphized vision, producing a dead and passive eye. In contrast, Descartes, like Plato before him, was never content with the sufficiency of mere sense experience, visual or otherwise. In the Discourse on Method, for example, he explicitly rejected the contention that "nothing is in the intellect that was not first in the senses," for "without the intervention of our understanding, neither our imagination nor our senses could ever assure us of anything. " Such assurance could only come from the indubitability of deductive reasoning beginning with innate ideas.
But despite its alleged function as an illustration of the superiority of that procedure, La Dioptrique in fact does not faithfully follow the Cartesian method. Descartes begins by conceding that he will not undertake to explain the "true nature" of light, which he hints he has already accomplished in the still unpublished "Treatise on Light" in the Treatise on the World. In a letter composed shortly after the publication of La Dioptrique, he wrote, "Light, that is, lux, is a movement or an action in the luminous body, and tends to cause some movement in transparent bodies, namely lumen. Thus lux is before lumen.” La Dioptrique was, however, concerned primarily with lumen, the transmission of light, rather than lux, although certainly Descartes hoped to explicate the link between them. But he was never fully successful. Indeed, as he admitted in a famous letter to Marin Mersenne of May 27, 1638, he had not really worked out the relationship between deduction and the experiments he described in La Dioptrique, nor apparently the relationship between lux and lumen.
Be that as it may, La Dioptrique asks its reader to consider light as "nothing else, in bodies that we call luminous, than a certain movement or action, very rapid and very lively, which passes toward our eyes through the medium of the air and other transparent bodies, in the same manner that the movement or resistance of the bodies that this blind man encounters is transmitted to his hand through the medium of his stick.” Here, as many commentators have remarked, Descartes's reasoning was neither deductive nor inductive, but rather analogical, based on a comparative thought experiment that involved another sense. The analogy between sight and the touch of a blind man's stick was an old one, used as early as Simplicius's commentary on Aristotle's De Anima. The point of the comparison is that both reveal an instantaneous transmission of the stimulus through pressure, either seen or felt, to the sensory organ. Descartes's physics was, in fact, grounded in the assumption that light passes without any lapse of time through an extended medium that filled the space between object and eye, no vacuum existing in nature. Nothing material passes from one to the other-just the pressure conveyed through the medium. Thus the medieval idea of actual images passing through the air-those "intentional" or "visible species" already called into question by William of Ockham-was mistaken. Rays of light, for Descartes, were not even movements per se, but what he calls, somewhat vaguely, "an action or inclination to move." 
Descartes's next analogy was even less precise. In the second discourse of La Dioptrique, he introduces the example of tennis balls being hit through bodies of different density, which he claims explains the changes in the angle of their movement (those angles of refraction which are the subject of the book). What makes this analogy problematic-as seventeenth-century critics of Descartes like Fermat were quick to point outis the parallel between the transmission of light, which is allegedly an instantaneous pressure or inclination to move, and the actual movement of tennis balls, which have to take time when they pass through different media. The entire problem of the supposedly timeless transmission of light was, in fact, never solved by Descartes, which is one reason that his physics was ultimately replaced by that of Newton, who recognized the temporality of light waves.
In the third discourse of La Dioptricque, Descartes turns from the refraction of light rays to the eye itself, which, like Kepler, he had personally examined by slicing through that of a cow. Unlike Kepler, however, he moved beyond the physical apparatus of the eye's lenses and vitreous humors to speculate about its link to human visual consciousness. In so doing, he made the celebrated claim that "it is the mind [ame] which senses, not the body." "It is necessary," he continues, "to beware of assuming that in order to sense, the mind needs to perceive certain images transmitted by the objects to the brain, as our philosophers commonly suppose." Even Kepler, he implies, was wrong to remain with the "pi ctura' focused on the retinal screen. For in so doing, he failed to address the crucial question of how we see upright, when the camera obscura of the eye can only receive reversed and inverted images. For sight in the mind is not dependent on the passive contemplation of such images, which resemble the objects they mirror. "We should consider that there are many other things besides pictures which can stimulate our thought, such as, for example, signs and words, which do not in any way resemble the things which they signify. . . . There are no images that must resemble in every respect the objects they represent-for otherwise there would be no distinction between the object and its image-but that it is sufficient for them to resemble the objects in but a few ways."
To clinch this point, Descartes invoked the evidence of perspectival art, which produces the experience of correct vision by devices that eschew perfect resemblance. Using the same example the twentieth-century psychologist James Gibson would adduce to distinguish between the "visual world" and the "visual field," he noted that "following the rules of perspective, circles are often better represented by ovals rather than by other circles; and squares by diamonds rather than by other squares." The images formed in the brain, he contended, are the result of a similar process of reading signs that are not perfect reproductions of external reality. Thus, it is the mind, not the eye, that really "sees."
But the question still not answered is what the relationship between the physical art of seeing (through what we might call Kepler's cold eye) and our conscious vision might be. Is actual sight to be distrusted and mental representations considered the only true reality of which we have indubitable, because specular knowledge? Is Descartes as hostile to the deceptions of actual sight as Plato? If so, why then the panegyric to the telescope, which aids only the latter?
That Descartes did, in fact, seek a positive link between what our physical organs sense and what the mind sees is demonstrated by his notorious reference to the pineal gland as the locus in the brain of that very interaction, a reference made yet more bizarre by his claim, "I could go even still further, to show you how sometimes the picture can pass from there through the arteries of a pregnant woman, right to some specific member of the infant which she carries in her womb, and there forms these birthmarks which cause learned men to marvel so." Although modern science now acknowledges that the pineal gland does in fact function as "the non-visual photoreceptor of an independent sensory system not a part of the eyes or any other sense," it could not bear the burden placed on it by Descartes. As the bridge between the res cogitans and the res extensa, it was soon discarded in favor of such equally problematic solutions as the "occasionalism" of Nicolas de Malebranche, which introduced God's intervention as the alleged link.
Another argument in La Dioptrique proved far more substantial. It was grounded in the distinction between two dimensions of vision: seeing location, distance, size, and shape on the one hand, and light and color on the other. In a more traditional philosophical vocabulary, this implied the difference between primary and secondary characteristics. In the modern terminology of scientific optics, it roughly approximated the difference between seeing with rods, which process contours and patterns, and seeing with cones, which give us sensitivity to color and brightness. Unlike Kepler, who claimed that all these characteristics resided in the object and then are transmitted to the waiting retina, Descartes claimed that color and light were merely a function of the physical apparatus of the eye, in particular the fibers of the optic nerve stimulated by the rotational velocities of light corpuscles. No parallel could be assumed between what we experience in this way and a real world of extended matter confirmed by touch. Here deception and illusion are hard to avoid.
Distance, location, size, and shape are, however, both in the mind and in the world. To make this case, Descartes once again resorted to an analogy from touch.

Just as our blind man, holding the two sticks AE, CE, of whose length I am assuming that he is ignorant, and knowing only the interval which is between his two hands A and C, and the size of the angles ACE, CAE, can from that, as if by a natural geometry, know the location of the point E; so also when our two eyes, RST and rst, are turned toward X, the length of the line Ss and the size of the two angles XSs and XsS enable us to know the location of the point X.

The crucial phrase here is "as if by a natural geometry" for Descartes was assuming that the intellectual process of geometrical triangulation underlying the blind man's capacity to feel distance by using his two sticks was somehow duplicated in our rationally constructed vision. We are thus not prone to be deceived about distance, location, shape, and size, because of a correspondence between our unconscious and innate geometrical sense and the geometrical reality of the world of extended matter. That we are not always perfectly certain, Descartes concedes, is due to the intervention of the brain between the mind and the world, or to the imperfect functioning of the nerves. These account for hallucinations of the insane and the illusions of dreams. But these physical impediments can be mitigated by the inventions that extend the power of empirical vision. The last four discourses of La Dioptrique are thus dedicated to a painstaking lesson in the construction of the telescope.
As Fermat, Bishop Berkeley, and a host of other critics were quick to point out, there was a major problem in Descartes's argument. His assumption of a natural geometry in the mind, which he identified with Euclid 's, was not only problematic in itself, but was even more questionable when it was extended to the world without. Unable to anticipate the Copernican Revolution in philosophy later accomplished by Kant, Descartes posited a structure of the mind and then assumed it was congruent with the external world in a specular way.
Several recent commentators have suggested that Descartes's critique of a resemblance theory of knowledge in favor of one that introduced signs, which needed to be read by the mind, meant that he was at the forefront of that great epistemic shift Foucault has described in The Order of Things as the move from resemblances or similitudes to representations. Images in the mind were thus perceptual judgments, not mere simulacra. They involved the intervention of language to read them correctly, an insight that was itself duplicated, doubtless unwittingly, in the rhetoric of La Dioptrique itself. For, as Michel de Certeau has remarked, Descartes oscillated between a self-referential "je dis" and a more objectivist "vous voyez." In so doing, he reproduced the same tension that existed in Discourse on Method, where he employed the rhetoric of demonstration (I will "present my life here as in a painting") and the rhetoric of narration ("I am proposing only this work as, so to speak, a history-or if you prefer, a fable"), and often on the same page. In other words, by moving from resemblances to representations, it can be argued, Descartes was subtly opening the door to a nonvisual, linguistically oriented epistemology of judgments.	
But whereas many later theorists of representation would come to think of sign systems as conventional and self-referential, Descartes was still enough of an ontological realist with a strong correspondence theory of truth to believe that the mind's natural geometry-its intellectual sign system, if you will-was congruent with that in the natural world. Like the Albertian perspectivalists he so resembled, he had no qualms about naturalizing a particular visual practice and lifting it outside of history.
From the "vantage point of hindsight," it is easy to discern contradictions, insufficiencies, and "blind spots" in Descartes's account of vision. Not only was it based more on undefended analogical reasoning than on the deduction it was supposed to illustrate, but it also erred about the lack of light's temporality, the function of the pineal gland, and other more minor details such as the ability of Archimedes' giant mirror to burn distant ships (Descartes thought it couldn't; we now know otherwise).'" These were mistakes that allowed many later commentators to dismiss his account as of little worth.
And yet, the Cartesian contribution to the dominant ocularcentric bias of the modern era, especially in his native France, was assuredly profound. A major source of that influence, it seems probable to assume, was the very ambiguity of his argument. If, as is often claimed, Descartes could become the warrant for rationalist and sensationalist philosophies, claimed by idealists and materialists alike, he was no less able to give encouragement to both speculative and empirical concepts of vision. Despite his avowed dualism, the specular element in his philosophy could foster an ultimately identitarian monism. Even if later readings of Descartes discovered their linguistic mediation, the innate ideas he posited were still most widely interpreted as being seen "clearly and distinctly" by the mind's eye. Not surprisingly, his more religious followers like Malebranche were able to resurrect the spiritual metaphysics of light characteristic of earlier theologians like Grosseteste, while others were able to take his encomium to the telescope as a boost to their empiricist inclinations.
Cartesian dualism was, moreover, particularly influential because of its valorization of the disembodied eye-the "angelic eye," as Karsten Harries has called it -shared by modern science and Albertian art. In either of its guises, speculative or observational, it justified a fully spectatorial rather than incarnate eye, the unblinking eye of the fixed gaze rather than the fleeting glance. Descartes himself anticipated this interpretation in Discourse on Method, with his celebrated thought experiment that he had no body, which allowed him to conclude that "this me-that is, the soul by which I am what I am-is completely distinct from the body: and is even easier to know than is the body. The Descartes who had called his own philosophical quest a journey in which he tried "to be a spectator rather than an actor in the affairs of the world had reduced the visual world, in Gibson's sense, to a visual field and consigned the body to objecthood in it.

